Brill Epichoric Greek Font

Brill is pleased to announce the release of the *Brill Epichoric Greek Font* for rendering the local Greek scripts of the Geometric, Archaic and Classical periods on all main computer operating systems. With over 700 letterforms, distilled from standard scholarly works and designed by John Hudson of Tiro Typeworks, it presents a palette of forms for epigraphers to pick and choose from to render any Greek inscription in a typographic manner.

The font includes all left-to-right and right-to-left glyphs of all letterforms and supports both writing directions and stoichedon style.

Like the *Brill Typeface*, *Brill Epichoric* is freely available for classroom use and all other non-commercial use, and used in Brill publications.

For more information: brill.com/brill-epichoric
Brill Epichoric Greek Font

A unique solution to render Greece’s archaic local scripts

Features:

1. Variant glyphs

The default plus variant letterforms add up to 358 – the number doubles to 716 if one also counts the right-to-left glyphs. The number of included punctuation marks (most are ancient) is 49; and there are 4 diacritics.

2. Both left-to-right and right-to-left glyphs of all letterforms

The so-called ‘Nestor’s cup’ inscription is fully sinistrograde.

3. Access to all variant glyphs via the Unicode Private Use Area

Depending on the computer operating system the user will either input the Private Use code for a variant letterform and convert that to the required character (Windows), or access the variant directly via the keyboard (macOS).

Brill gratefully acknowledges the invaluable scholarly advice offered by Prof. Nikolaos Papazarkadas (UC Berkeley, editor of Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum) and Prof. Sophie Minon (École Pratique des Hautes Études, PSL).